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In Brief: In the 1880’s Judo belts came in two colours Black or White. During the 1930’s 
coloured belts were introduced as a visible reward for training hard. Since then the belt has 
become a tool to remind a Sensei of what their students should know and to remind Judoka of 
their place in the pecking order.
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Enter any dojo today and you will notice that the players appear to be wearing white pyjamas 
that are held together by a coloured belt. This belt or obi has come to epitomize what Judo is 
all about; the Kuri Obi or Black Belt is the ultimate goal. 
       
However at the end of the nineteenth century, when Jigaro Kano was developing Kodokan 
Judo, the only belt that his Japanese students wore was their everyday sash, it was needed to 
stop their kimonos flapping about.

These first students of Judo probably had some practical experience of other fighting arts, but 
Kodokan Judo demanded more from its practitioners than just the ability to defeat an 
opponent. Kano expected his students to show self-discipline and moral fortitude, brute 
strength was to be replaced by scientific applicationi. Therefore regardless of any previous 
experience of martial arts all his students started on an equal footing and their were no 
symbols to indicate their level of expertise.

Black And White
In 1883, just a year after the official launch of Kodokan Judo, Kano promoted his first 
students to the rank of yudansha. These yudansha were students who had shown that they 
understood his concepts for Judo and were capable of continuing his training methods. Those 
yet to achieve this rank were designated mudansha. Although these yudansha were Judo’s 
first shodans, it was to be another 3 years before they could be called Black Beltsii. 

In 1886 the obi became used as a visible signifier of a Judoka’s proficiency, but belts were 
either black or white. The mudansha, or ungraded students were expected to wear white belts, 
whilst the Black Belt became a symbol of martial arts prowess. It was to be another fifty 
years before the coloured belts became used to show a Judokas’ progress towards master or 
black belt status.

As explained in “A Judoka’s Personal Perspective On The History Of British Judo”, by 
the start of the twentieth century Judo had escaped from Japan to Europe and America. Some 
of these new students in the west were lucky enough to be taught by Japanese Black Belts or 
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Sensei’s, but others tried to create their own training programs by working their way through 
published books. 

 
(http://judoinfo.com/images/cartoons/cartoon45.gif.)

Mikonosuke Kawaisha, a Japanese Sensei who was teaching in Paris in the 1930’s, suspected 
that his European students might be better motivated to train with him if he had a system 
whereby progress towards their shodan could be controlled and visibly marked. As a result he 
divided their path to black belt into ‘bite-sized’ chunks of ability, with each step progressing 
from the previous stage. The incentive for successfully completing each step was and is the 
opportunity to wear a specific colour of belt iii

Colour Coding
In order to progress through the different colours of belt students have to convince a grading 
panel that their knowledge of Judo is increasing. If in 1948 the BJA had been successful in its 
bid to organise all British Judoka under one umbrella organisation, then belt colour would be 
an indicator of which techniques a Judoka had got ‘under his belt’. In reality disagreements 
over what should be examined for each step has been a significant stumbling block for Judo 
unity, and is one of the reasons for the plethora of Judo organisations that exist in the British 
Isles. Some organisations place their main emphasis on the capacity to win in a combat 
situation whilst others require a greater degree of technical ability and understanding of the 
philosophy behind the practise of judo.

However in all organisations, even if the knowledge and ability needed to complete each step 
differs the sequence of belt colour is the same. At their first grading students progress from 
novice to white belt (6th Kyu) then up to yellow (5th Kyu), orange (4th Kyu), green (3rd Kyu), 
blue (2nd Kyu) and brown (1st Kyu). The Black belt or 1st Dan is generally regarded as the 
ultimate colour but above this 5th Dans can wear a red and white striped belt and a 9th Dan 
may wear red.
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Although most beginners start off wearing a white belt, it is sometimes suggested that prior to 
their first grading novices should wear a red belt. This would serve both to represent the 
circular nature of Judo, and also distinguish between a total novice who is still learning how 
to fall safely from a judoka who has mastered the basic steps and passed their first grading. 
However since most new gi’s come with a white belt this is the colour of belt that most 
Judoka start from.

Starting a Judo career with a white belt used to have the advantage that Judoka could retain 
their own belt until they were presented with the coveted black belt. As each stage was 
completed the belt was re-dyed in the new colour, or belts could be passed on to up and 
coming students; in this process belts gained their own immortality and history. However in 
today’s disposable society a new belt is purchased to mark each step taken. This does have 
the advantage of keeping the gi clean, as no matter how well a newly dyed belt was washed 
sweat always caused dye to leach out of the belt leaving newly promoted students with a ring 
of colour around their waist. 

On several levels the colour coding of Judoka was a stroke of genius.  Schools of Judo had to 
have a structured training syllabus so students and teachers knew what had to be learnt, and 
instructors could tell at a glance what each student should know and how much supervision 
was required. In addition instead of the instructor having to remember the names of every 
student, Judoka can be called to order by the colour of their belt. 

On the other hand although the order imposed by colour coding undoubtedly helped the 
development of European Judo it also increased the pressure on students. Colour has come to 
equal status and if students want to retain their place in the pecking order then they must 
grade regularly.

Gradings
At the Blackwater Judo Club we believes that if Judo is to continue to grow and develop then 
grading strategies have to be flexible.  Most Judoka following their path towards shodan fall 
between two extremes, on one side of the path are the natural fighters for whom winning at 
shiai comes relatively easy but who struggle to master set techniques. On the other side are 
those who easily grasp the finer points of Judo practise and can reproduce techniques in Kata 
(formal display of technique) but find it difficult to show their ability in shiai. 

An ideal student would excel at shiai and have exceptional technical ability. In reality most 
students have their own unique assets that they can bring to Judo, and it is only right that 
appropriate ways are used to measure these strengths. Winning at shiai is only imperative if a 
candidate has poor technical ability but since Judo is a dynamic martial art all students must 
show that they possess fighting spiritiv. This is the spirit that allows a student to stand before a 
grading panel; it is the spirit that is displayed when a student faces an opponent and it is the 
spirit that allows a student to be thrown but still get up and try again.

Gradings are nerve-racking experiences, but candidates should always remember that they 
would not have been allowed to enter unless their Sensei believed that they were ready to 
progress to the next stage. And at the end of the day although the visible outcome of a 
successful grading is a new coloured belt, what really matters is that successful or not the 
candidate will be closer to gaining the understanding and ability that he or she needs to 
become a Black Belt.
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Significance of the Belts.
The grading system used by the Blackwater clubs makes allowance for the fact that very few 
Judoka are able to commit as much time to Judo as they would like, and as far as possible 
allowance is made for those adults who come to Judo later in life - when fitness and 
flexibility is on the decline.  However, since Judo is about the ability to apply skills in 
dynamic conditions, all Judoka must be able to show that they can do so but if physical 
limitations mean that some techniques cannot be performed with the expected level of 
finesse, then the candidate can compensate for by showing greater understanding of Judo and 
increased commitment to the club. 

For all Judoka under 3rd Kyu (Green belt) gradings are about gaining confidence. These 
gradings are held within the environment of the local club, and whilst candidates must show 
fighting spirit they do not have to win at shiai. These early belts are merely preparatory steps 
along the path to black belt ranking. By the time that Judoka are ready to try for their Green 
belt, whether junior and senior, they are expected to be taking their training more seriously. 
Therefore, all gradings for this level and above are conducted regionally so that Judoka can 
meet and compete against Judoka from other clubs. Students are generally expected to be 
able to show that they can use techniques skilfully under shiai conditions. 

Sexism and Ageism
Historically women were not expected to want to fight and if they did then it certainly was 

not proper that men should watch. As a result women were excused from having to 
display their fighting ability and in some organisations their belts had a central white 
stripe to show that their grade had been awarded for technical knowledge not fighting 
skill.

Nowadays, it is no longer the case that women merely practise techniques whilst men only 
fight. Women are just as likely as men to want to fight and men can come to enjoy the 
technical side of Judo. As a result men and women are today graded equally and whilst 
shiai is an essential part of Judo for both sexes, if age or injury means that a Judoka is 
unable to fight competitively then they can be graded on their commitment to Judo and 
technical ability.

Unfortunately, even if sexism has no place in the modern dojo, ageism has not been 
eradicated - and it is not just adult Judo that is affected by the passage of time. Teaching a 
particular technique to a 6 year old, a 12 year old or a 50 year old requires a different 
approach for each, not just because of differences in understanding but also because of the 
variations in what their bodies can physically be expected to manage. A 6 year old has less 
coordination than a 12 year old and as a child’s body is continually growing they often have 
to be helped to rediscover how favourite techniques can still be made to work. Adults are 
encouraged to accept and work around their physical limitations.

A successful grading strategy has to make allowances for these unavoidable differences in 
physical capability and mental maturity; the belt indicates the category of expectation that the 
grading panel considers appropriate to an individual.
. 
Tabs And Belts
The under 8’s are categorised by a white belts.  They are generally taught the same as the 
older juniors and they are graded in the same way as the rest of the club but the main aim of 
their training is to ensure that they become comfortable with the rough and tumble, give and 
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take of Judo. In place of the traditional coloured belts of Judo they are rewarded with red tabs 
that are sewn on the end of a white belt. As a result they can be referred to collectively as 
‘red tabs’. To gain their tabs they are expected to display good Judo etiquette, safe breakfalls 
and a limited number of techniques. The white belt symbolises their desire to learn but 
recognises their inexperience.  The tabs reflect the fact that they have learnt some essential 
fundamentals of Judo; self-discipline, the ability to listen and are prepared to try to do what 
they have been asked.

Since the maximum number of red tabs that a child can have is 5, this can pose problems with 
those children who start very young but progress well. Those youngsters who do 
exceptionally well and gain 5 red tabs well before their eight birthday will be awarded a red 
belt and may even be awarded yellow tabs to wear on that belt. In exceptional cases Sensei 
John may break with tradition and award a special badge to mark the child’s achievement. 
The problem with badges is that they have to be sewn onto the gi and given the nature of 
Judo the stitches inevitably get broken and the badge falls off. 

For over 8’s a combination of coloured belts and tabs are used to indicate progress. For each 
new belt children are expected to master similar techniques to adults. However to make it 
easier for children each coloured belt is broken up into smaller steps. These intermediate 
steps are rewarded with tabs of the same colour as the next belt. The first tab of the new 
colour indicates that the child can do most of the required techniques but needs to practise it 
more, for the third and last tab of a particular colour each technique must be done with 
application.

Up to 2006 under 16’s did not wear full blue or brown belts; they wore blue, brown or black 
tabs on their green belts. This was useful as a reminder that in spite of their size they were 
still juniors, and implied that although juniors were capable doers of judo they lacked a 
deeper insight and understanding of what judo was about. However our older juniors who 
have trained with us for a number of years have demonstrated that given the opportunity to 
give back to the club the knowledge that they have been taught they are more than capable of 
living up to the clubs expectations of how higher grade judokas should comport themselves. 
As a result the club took a decision that for club training juniors could wear a coloured belt 
with appropriate tabs, but when attending events outside the club dojo they must still wear 
their green belt with the appropriate tabs.

In exceptional cases a junior can be awarded a Junior Black Belt. This belt can only be worn 
for club training but it is a great achievement and shows that the Judoka has satisfied his 
Sensei and other examiners that not only has he consistently demonstrated an excellent level 
of Judo but has shown an outstanding level of commitment to his club.

So the junior tatami can be a colourful place with children wearing white belts with red tabs, 
red belts with yellow tabs, white belts with yellow tabs, yellow belts with orange tabs, orange 
belts with green tabs and then teenagers with green, blue, brown belts with blue, brown or 
black tabs and even black belts.

Instructing juniors requires constant vigilance from the sensei, not just for safety but also to 
ensure that the juniors get the attention they need to learn. Without the help and support of 
our adult members and parents we would not be able to have the number of juniors we do. 
Many an unsuspecting parent has been encouraged onto the mat to help their son or daughter 
only to discover that they have become hooked on Judo. And when their child leaves the club 
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the parent carries on, and it is especially these adults who are helped by our flexible approach 
to grading. Without their continuing support Blackwater Judo could not carry on.

All to often instead of gradings being a carrot to motivate students the pressure to progress to 
the next stage can become a brick wall that hinders the enjoyment of Judo practice. By 
constantly focusing on what they need to learn for the next grading Judoka lose confidence in 
what they already know. This can be particularly true for brown belts working towards their 
1st Dan. 

The BLACK BELT.
A beginner’s experience of Judo is heavily influenced by the sight of Black Belts strutting 
around the mat apparently in command of all eventualities. They appear effortlessly able to 
avoid all attempts at being thrown or held down unless they wish to make a point; they are 
technically perfect and generally know it all. However as Judoka come closer to getting their 
black they have to let go of this image and realise that shodans are human too, otherwise they 
can easily believe that they will never be good enough to achieve black belt status. 

(http://judoinfo.com/images/cartoons/bellerud/belleru1.gif).
And unfortunately there are too many judoka who having worked hard and been awarded 
their Black Belt then decide to retire.  For some the Kuri Obi is seen as the final destination, 
the end point of training rather than the starting point for a new path of discovery. Others who 
believe in the invincibly of the Black Belt cannot cope with the idea of defeat, whether by 
Coloured Belts or the limitations of an aging body.

However Judo spirit can be used to overcome all uncertainties so long as the belt is seen for 
what it is, simply a piece of cloth that keeps the jacket tidy. The true worth of a Judoka 
should not be judged by the colour of his belt but by his contribution to Judo.   

Alternative Uses for Your Obi:
Recommended;

• Practising high break falls over.
• Emergency First aid, the belt can be used as a make shift sling or to make a splint.
• Useful for time wasting if you need a break to get your breath back, simply take your 

time to make sure it is tied correctly.
•  The obi can be used to secure your soft shoes and Judo-gi into a neat parcel for 

carrying to and from training. 
• As a training tool. As demonstrated by a Sensei who having shown a group of 

students to how to secure the Judo-gi, went on to show how it could be carried over 
the shoulder. Unfortunately as he flung it over his shoulder he knocked out a 
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daydreaming yellow belt. The moral of this story is that the tatami is no place to 
daydream.

Your obi deserves your respect and should not be used as;
•  A weapon,
•  A snack bar if you get peckish,
•  A skipping rope.
• For wiping your nose on.
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iFurther insight into the origins of the belt as a symbol of Judo prowess can be gained from the 
following sites:

f

     http://www.bstkd.com/jobo1.htm.  

ii http://www.e-budokai.com/articles/belts.htm
iii www.judoinfo.com/obi.htm..  
iv http://udoinfo.com/inokuma.htm
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